Deluxe Room
Our 24 spacious double rooms are 23-26sqm each. The rooms are designed in a
luxurious urban modern style, and are suited for all: a couple on a romantic vacation,
individuals on business trips and, thanks to the connecting doors, a family on vacation
as well.
Single BB

Double BB

176$

196$

Junior Suite
Each of our 6 spacious Junior Suites is of 32sqm and has breathtaking views of the
city, the Mediterranean Sea and the Port of Tel Aviv. The meticulously designed
spaces combine the colors of the earth and sea, embracing their guests with the
unique atmosphere of Tel Aviv. The indulging amenities in the rooms will allow you
to enjoy an unforgettable Tel Aviv style vacation.
Single BB

Double BB

190$

210$

Deluxe Suite
Our 44 Deluxe Suites are of 33-39sqm. The rooms are meticulously designed in a
modern classic style with urban touches, and include pampering amenities for
maximum comfort and indulgence for creating the perfect vacation.
Single BB

Double BB

208$

228$

Premium Suite
Port and Blue Hotel offers 2 especially spacious, comfortable and indulging Premium
Suites. Each suite is of 55sqm and includes a large bedroom and a fully furnished
living room, innovatively designed with modern classic touches. Both suites have a
spacious 30-40sqm balcony, equipped with outdoor furniture and sunbeds,
overlooking the spectacular views of the Yarkon Park, the city of Tel-Aviv and the beach.
Single BB

Double BB

400$

490$
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Presidential Suite
The hotel’s Presidential Suite is of 68sqm. It is characterized by its innovative and
bold design; 2 bedrooms and a large living room designed and furnished in a young
and indulging fashion. There is a balcony, surrounding the suite from three directions,
with breathtaking views of the city, the beach and the port of Tel Aviv.
Single BB

Double BB

800$

890$
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